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wide, 804 pages. Index. Over 700 black and white illustrations. This work was first published in

1881; this Bonanza edition is a facsimile reprint of the Ninth Edition, which was rewritten with many

additional illustrations in 1910.
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W. W. Greener (1834 1921) was a world-renowned expert on the history of guns, and a pioneer in

both the development of modern firearms especially choke barrels for shotguns and in the

metallurgy and machining processes used in their manufacture. He lived in Newcastle, England.

--This text refers to the Paperback edition.

A timeless book. Greener's knowledge is staggering and the clarity of his writing makes even

complex mechanical issues very clear.If you like doubleguns and even the least bit of curiosity

about them, then this book will provide hours of enjoyable and informative reading. Even in today's

age of CNC technology it is fascinating to learn the antecedent technologies. Especially since many

of the finest guns we own pre-date CNC and were all hand-made.A truly remarkable book about

truly remarkable mechanisms.

If you are one bit interested in weapons or the history thereof (especially guns), then this is the book

for you. Even if you are not a gun person, this is simply a great history book. Besides the great

contents the book looks great with its leather bound cover and gold edged pages. All in all, this book



was a "must have" for me even though I didn't know it before I ordered.

If you're a gunsmith...you need this book. If you're a collector...you need this book. If you're just a

shooter whom likes to tinker...you need this book. Bottom line...YOU NEED THIS BOOK!

Excellent book.

This edition of W W Greener book takes you through the development of the modern gun, the

edition is of particular interestin that the book was published for The American Rifle Association and

is of high quality, it was not the edition I expected which made it all the more enjoyable.If you can

find one BUY IT.Arthur Cook

Great product at a great price

It doesn't appear much effort was taken in going from OCR (optical character reader where the

computer tries to read the book) to finished project. There are a lot of extraneous letters and

numbers in the document which made it a bit more difficult to read than it should be.

Although it might be considered a somehow outdated and tedious book to read, it must be without

doubt "The Bible" on the subject. No gun library would be complete without a copy of this book.
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